Purification of single-wall carbon nanotubes by magnetic
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Carbon nanotubes have attractive optical, electronic, thermal and mechanical properties for various area of
application [1]. However, one of the problems preventing useful application of CNTs is getting metal free
nanotubes. The major impurities present in produced CNTs is metallic catalyst particles (e.g. iron, nickel,
cobalt) remaining from the synthesis. The most common purification methods are the oxidation by different
techniques [2], treatment with different acids [3], ultracentrifugation [4], etc.
In this work, we offer combination method of CNTs purification by HCl acid and magnetic separation. We
use single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) provided by OCSiAl company. Tubes average diameter was 1.7
nm. SWCNT had a purity of 75%. According to atomic-absorption spectroscopy, the amount of Fe catalytic
particles in the SWCNT data was ~ 7 mass%. In addition, TEM image confirms a large amount of Fe particles
(fig. 1(a)).
In the first stage of purification, SWCNTs were treated with HCl acid in an ultrasonic bath. After HCl
treatment, the amount of Fe decreased to 2%. SWCNTs dispersion containing surfactant was prepared for a
second stage of purification. The SWCNT dispersion was passed through magnetic installation. The magnetic
separation was carried out using silicone tube placed in a magnetic field. SWCNT dispersion was pumped by a
slow flow through the tube. It was shown that the amount of iron is reduced to 0.3%. This method could be
combined with other dispersion based techniques, which allow separation of SWCNT by transport properties
and chirality.

Fig.1 TEM images of (a) initial SWCNT and (b) after HCl treatment and magnetic separation.
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